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Executive Summary

Smart4Europe2 aims at promoting the Smart Anything Everywhere (SAE) initiative and creating
synergies between the ecosystems built by the related Innovation Actions (IA). In this context,
Smart4Europe2 has implemented various actions to strengthen those ecosystems and to grow the SAE
ecosystem as a whole in order to achieve the broadest coverage possible in Europe concerning the
selection of supported technological applications and their geographical repartition.
To achieve the WP3 objectives and leverage further investment for company members of the SAE
ecosystem, various brokerage activities have been implemented:
• brokerage meetings in the frame of investors events:
o INPHO Venture Summit & the SAE Contest Awards 2020 in October 2020
o Monaco Sustainable and Smart Marinas and SAE Contest Awards 2021 in September 21.
• brokerage meetings during ecosystem events:
o the FED4SAE Innovation Club in January 2021
o the Impact Week 2021 in May 2021
o the French-German Partnering Event for AI in Industry 4.0 in May 2021
It is important to note that these activities come as complementary activities to the ones developed
by each of the Innovations Actions and a few lessons learnt can be highlighted.
• The actions proposed by the Smart4Europe2 Coordination and Support Action (CSA) provide
further support and experience to companies which are mainly early stage. Those actions are
a good complement or a good prolongation to the action developed by each IAs as they offer
the SAE beneficiaries an access to new and targeted ecosystems, provided that a link has been
created between the CSA and the supported companies.
• The IAs and the CSA collaboratively support the company’s sustainability through joint and
complementary actions. The companies are not always aware enough of the CSA’s actions
related to ecosystem building, networking and brokerage activities can have on their growth
development. The companies can make the best of the opportunities that the SAE ecosystem
can offer them, when IAs raise awareness on the CSAs offers and build the respective links.
• The fact that many supported companies are quite early stage means that their access to the
market might be still quite far away after the end of their application experiments with the
Innovation Actions or that their investor readiness level might still need to improve. The
targeting of private investors and potential partners for the brokerage activities must be done
accordingly. The CSA offer them an opportunity to benefit from the SAE ecosystem beyond the
time of their application experiment and to continue to gain in maturity.
• The SAE Contest has been a good experience to propose further brokerage activities to SAE
innovative companies. Those of them who’ve seized this opportunity gained access to privilege
ecosystems of “DeepTech” and “Cleantech” investors, Venture Capital or Corporate Venture
Capital stakeholders. The SAE beneficiaries who engaged in the process benefited from a
learning process and gain a better knowledge of how to access private investors. They also get
exposure and visibility into new and high-level industrial ecosystems.

All in all, the brokerage activities the SAE initiative has been represented to or directly organised by
Smart4Europe2 have given the opportunity to more than 25 SAE beneficiaries to be further coached
for pitching in front of private investors, VCs or Corporate VCs.
Nearly 100 private investors or corporate leaders specialised in Deep Tech or in impact investment
committed either in the jury and pitching session or in reverse pitching session or both.
All in all, by participating in those events gathering more than 1600 participants and to their related
brokerage activities, the SAE initiative and nearly 50 SAE innovative companies have been given
visibility and opportunity to interact with more than 1300 start-ups, SMEs or midcaps.
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Introduction

Smart4Europe2 (S4E2) aims at supporting the Smart Anything Everywhere initiative (SAE) in the
definition and implementation of a vision for the SAE community. It aims at creating synergies between
the ecosystems built by the Innovation Actions (IAs) funded under the SAE scheme and at fostering the
SAE ecosystem itself and build a consensus on strategic recommendations for the future.
In this context, Smart4Europe2 has implemented various actions to strengthen those ecosystems and
to grow the SAE ecosystem as a whole in order to achieve the broadest coverage possible in Europe
concerning the selection of supported technological applications and their geographical area.
The main objectives of the WP3 are:
• to increase the outreach of the SAE network by implementing a strategic outreach plan
• to enhance the SAE coverage in technological, application, innovation, and geographic terms
• to create linkages with EU/regional/national DIHs and stimulate collaboration
• to cooperate with ECSEL and CSAs funded under the DEI focus area
• to broker between users and suppliers
WP3 is complementary to WP2 to support SAE internal collaboration and create synergies between
Innovation Actions part of the initiative, and to WP4 to perform actions towards SAE sustainability and
the sustainability of innovative companies having benefited from the IAs’ innovation support. To
achieve the WP3 objectives and leverage further investment for company members of the SAE
ecosystem, various brokerage activities have been envisioned and implemented:
• brokerage meetings in the frame of investors events:
o INPHO Venture Summit & the SAE Contest Awards 2020 in October 2020
o Monaco Sustainable and Smart Marinas and SAE Contest Awards 2021 in September 21.
• brokerages meeting during ecosystem building events:
o the FED4SAE Innovation Club in January 2021
o the Impact Week 2020 and 2021
o the French-German Partnering Event for AI in Industry 4.0 in May 2021
This deliverable will explain how those brokerage activities have been designed and organised by
Smart4Europe2 or their partners and how they have been implemented. This report will also highlight
the result of the follow-up process that has been put in place to better assess the impact of those
activities and the strength of the SAE ecosystem.
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3.1

Methodology
Various formats of events and operational implementation processes

Brokerage activities operated by the Smart4Europe2 projects have been organised and implemented
in various formats and operational mode.
The following activities have been organised:
• either by the partners themselves like the ecosystems building events organised by
Smart4Europe2 partners or the official launch of the FED4SAE Innovation Club, and the Impact
Week
• or with external partners, especially with high level investors events. This was the case for the
two SAE Contests 2020 & 2021
• or in partnership with public authorities as for the French-German Partnering Event for AI in
Industry 4.0.
During the course of the project, the pandemic situation has led the S4E2 partners to organise these
brokerage activities online. This has had an important impact on the implementation of these activities
depending on whether they were linked to other conferences and round tables, organised on a 1 day
or 2 days scheme or over the course a several weeks. This also had an impact on the related
communication.

3.2

Joint and complementary objectives

Whatever the operational mode, the objective of the brokerage activities driving S4E2 partners action
were:
• To give the opportunity to SAE innovative companies to meet with private investors and build
their investors network and their knowledge of how to work with them.
• To make aware of other alternative funding opportunities and collaboration for those who
were not looking for private investments.
• To get some visibility outside the SAEs IAs ecosystems.
• To attract new innovative companies in the SAE ecosystems.
For each of the brokerage activities, technical & applicative themes were highlighted and used as
drivers for SAE beneficiaries’ commitment: Artificial Intelligence, CPS & data driven innovation, clean
& sustainable technologies, smart cities & marinas, environment protection, better healthcare
delivery…
The 2020 & 2021 SAE Contests had been designed and organised to give high visibility to promising
innovative companies benefiting from SAE’s IAs’ support and looking for further private funding. The
aim was to offer them a privileged access to a specific and highly specialised private investors
ecosystem:
• to meet with private investors active in DeepTech, so the SAE companies can be aware of
private investors’ investment strategy and expectations to introduce themselves in the right
way.

•
•

to strengthen their investors network and get a privileged access to high level and very specific
ecosystems.
to get international visibility towards the right investors with the right matching thanks to
BLUMORPHO coaching and actions.

The Impact week 2020 & 2021 had been designed and organised to highlight technologies that could
have a positive societal and environmental impact and to bridge the SAE DeepTech environment with
the one of Impact investing and of the circular economy. This bridge has to be further strengthened in
order to support the twin the green and digital transformation.
The FED4SAE innovation club meeting in January 2021 has been designed to give the FED4SAE and SAE
innovative companies a global overview of the various public & private funding and partnering
opportunities for them to continue to build their growth and their way to market.
The French-German partnering event for Artificial intelligence (AI) in Industry 4.0 has been designed
to offer companies a specific information on French & German funding opportunities for AI related
projects and some brokerage activities to build cross-borders partnership.
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Partnerships with key investors events

The 1st SAE Contest had been designed and organised to give high visibility to promising innovative
companies benefiting from IA support within the SAE ecosystem and looking for further private
funding.
Considering the positive impact this 1st SAE Contest had in terms of visibility of the ecosystem and
further support for SAE IAs beneficiaries, it was decided to organise a 2nd edition of the SAE Contest to
offer to new innovative companies a similar opportunity to meet with private investors and better
understand the way they work. This 2nd edition of the SAE Contest was organised in September 2021
to give a chance to the latest SAE application experiments to apply and to highlight their solutions
related to smart marinas and smart cities.

4.1

INPHO Venture Summit 2020 and 1st Edition of the SAE Contest

4.1.1 Consolidation of INPHO Venture Summit and SAE partnership: building a consistent DeepTech
ecosystem
In order to give high visibility to the 1st edition of the Smart Anything Everywhere Contest Award, it
has been suggested and agreed by Smart4Europe2 to set-up a partnership with the well-known
investors meeting INPHO Venture summit. This partnership was deemed the most appropriate for SAE
companies as there is a strong alignment between the objectives and the expertises of the two
initiatives aiming at fostering DeepTech focused innovation.
The partnership had been designed to fulfil the following objectives:
• To give SAE innovative companies an access to a financial meeting designed by and for
investors and strategic business partners focusing on growth markets and investment in
technologies shaping the future.

•
•

•

To offer them the opportunity to meet with an editorial committee composed of experienced
VCs, Corporate ventures & Business Angels3.
To give them the opportunity to meet with a financial community and industrial leaders with
a clear perspective on the most innovative, credible and profitable market opportunities in
photonics and other smart hardware technologies.
To consolidate the partnership between the Smart Anything Everywhere initiative and INPHO®
Venture Summit initiated in 2018 and based on similar objectives & expertise.

In 2018, the INPHO® Venture Summit was dedicated to photonics, AI, Industrial Blockchain and HighPerformance Computing.
In 2020, the INPHO® Venture Summit focused on four main thematic that are echoing perfectly with
the work done within SAE Innovations Actions:
• Reinventing the Future: What industries will technologies disrupt the most in the next
decade?
• Going sustainable: what are the opportunities in covid and post covid word?
• Can AI keep its promises? –the specific case of Health
• Are data the new oil? What could be the new business models?
Each week was organised following the same structure: a keynote introducing the thematic of the
week, a panel discussion, a meet the investors sessions and a “start-ups of the week” pitching sessions.
4.1.2 Brokerage activities & pitching sessions
The main objective of the SAE contest is to offer SAE innovative companies a tailored access to private
investors, this was done through the “meet the investors” sessions and through pitching sessions.
As explained in detail in the deliverable D4.3 SAE Contest award report, all the applicants to the SAE
Contest had been invited to pitching training by BLU to improve their pitching skills and the key
messages of their pitch. Depending on their needs, 4 to 3 sessions have been organised for each
participant. However, only 7 out of 9 decided to go for it.
Among the 7 companies that had decided to pitch, various pitching modalities have been organised to
take into account the specificities of their solutions and their maturity. The “start-ups of the week”

3

The INPHO® Venture Summit editorial committee is composed of:
•
George Ugras – Managing Director of AV8 Ventures and Chairman of INPHO® Venture Summit 2018 & 2020
•
Jean-Marc Bally – Managing Partner at Aster Capital
•
Dieter Kraft – Managing Director at TRUMPF Venture
•
Jean-Louis Malinge – Partner at Arch Venture Partners
•
Paul Thurk – Managing Director at Arch Venture Partners
•
Christian Reitberger – Partner at BtoV
•
Aymerik Renard – General Partner at Hardware Club.
•
Eric Benhamou - Founder at Benhamou Global Ventures
•
François Tison – General Partner at 360 Capital
•
Jean-Gabriel Boinot-Tramoni, Associate at Quantonation

session was gathering each week 5 promising start-ups selected by BLM and the INPHO® Venture
Summit editorial committee after the pitching sessions.
Two companies participated to “meet the start-ups” sessions because their solutions were directly in
link with one of the weekly thematic:
• Cipacto (Tetramax) pitched during week 2 Going sustainable
• Datenberg (Digifed) pitched during week 4 Data as the new oil?
For the other SAE companies, a pitching session dedicated to early-stage companies has been
organised during the last week of the event to take into account their investors readiness level, to give
them more time to get ready and have the opportunity to listen to more mature & experienced
companies pitching.
Taking into account that SAE companies are quite early stage, the jury was composed of Venture
capital and Business angels.
• Bruno Bernard – Btov
• Alfred Lam – Chrysalix
• Klaus Kummermehr - Go beyond
• Daniel Hearing - Go beyond
• Patrick Courtney - Go beyond
The results of the assessment made by the “early stage” jury panel had been discussed with the whole
INPHO Venture summit editorial committee to decide on the SAE Contest award and to choose the
top 3 SAE companies.
For both, the “meet the start-ups” session as well as the SAE pitching session, the selection criteria
that all members of the jury assessed are the key success factors commonly considered by private
investors to assess the companies that contact them to discuss potential deals:
• Market attractiveness
• Value proposition
• Business models
• Technical Differentiation
• Strength of the team

4.2

Monaco Smart and Sustainable Marinas and the SAE Contest 2021

4.2.1 Advocating for SAE commitment towards a sustainable and green digital transformation
In order to build further on the positive feedback we received after the 1st SAE Contest and to give an
opportunity to new innovative companies to benefit from a similar access to a high-level investors
ecosystem, a new partnership has been set-up with the organisers of the Monaco Smart and
sustainable Marina event. This was also a huge opportunity to highlight the positive impact
technologies developed within the SAE ecosystem can have to better support clean & sustainable
solutions to develop smart marinas and smart cities.

Supported by the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation, the Monaco Smart and Sustainable Marinas
event was being hosted by Yacht Club de Monaco, a platform to promote and communicate initiatives
in favour of an approach to yachting that fully respects the environment, both at sea and ashore.
As described in the table below, the benefit for the SAE innovative companies was threefold:
• Be selected to the Smart Yachting and Marina e-catalogue that is promoted to more than
10 000 players in the Yachting and Marina’s industry.
• Be introduced to selected targeted customers and investors part of Smart Yachting & Marina
to receive feedback on their solution.
•

Get a chance to be part of the 15 companies selected for the Grand Oral for the selection of
the 3 most promising Awarded companies.

Figure 1: Presentation of the Smart Marina Innovation Call and the SAE Contest 2021

4.2.2 Call for Solutions to build the e-catalogue
As with the 1st edition of the SAE Contest, a call for solutions wascirculated to all beneficiaries of the
Innovations Actions part of the SAE initiative. All the IAs coordinators wereinvited to share the
information with their beneficiaries and the information waspublished on SAE and BLUMORPHO
websites and social networks and in SAE newsletter.
The targeted applicative sectors of innovation were:
• Biodiversity
• Energy optimisation
• Equipment
• Health
• Mobility
• Security

•
•

Waste management
Water optimisation

We received 8 applications for the SAE Contest 2021. All the SAE beneficiaries wereselected to be
included in the e-catalogue designed for the event gathering 55 international start-ups selected for
their sustainable solutions, 17 of which have the Solar Impulse label.
Selected company

Logo

SAE ecosystem

3DMA

SmartEEs

Innovation application
sector
Equipment

Bettair citties

FED4SAE

Health

Deed

SmartEEs

Health

Dracula technologies

SmartEEs

Energy Optimisation

Genport

FED4SAE

Energy Optimisation

HOPU

FED4SAE

Health

KALMIA

FED4SAE

Security

SAMMY Yacht

SmartEEs

Equipment

Figure 2: SAE beneficiaries applying for the SAE Contest 2021

In the e-catalogue, each innovative company had its own page to present their solutions. The 31 jury
members and sponsors also introduced themselves in the e-catalogue.
The SAE initiative was highlighted through one page. The SAE logo was mentioned for each company
belonging to its ecosystem and applying for the SAE Contest 21:
https://sustainablesmartmarina.com/ecatalogue/

Figure 3: Extract from the e-catalogue produced for the Monaco Smart & Sustainable Marina event

The logo of SAE as a sponsor was also added on all the visuals produced for the event.

Figure 4: Visuals with SAE as a sponsors and SAE companies’ presentation in their respective applicative sectors

At the date of the final event in September, the website had received more than 4020 visits and the ecatalogue had been consulted more than 2050 times, for an average time of 4/5 min. More than 80%
of visitors were coming from Europe.

4.2.3 Jurys pitching sessions: Grand Oral for the selected companies
After the launch of the e-catalogue referencing the 55 selected start-ups, these innovative companies
entered into the process of submitting their solutions in Grand oral to a jury comprising 31 industry
leaders and investors acting in the applicative sectors targeted for the event (biodiversity, energy
optimisation, Equipment, health, mobility, security, water management, waste treatment).
All wereallowed/invited to choose three Jury members to present to, an opportunity to explain their
innovations and why they are the best to meet the challenges that smart and sustainable cities
represent.
The oral presentations continued until 10th September led among others by Credit Suisse, Bombardier,
SBM Offshore, Veolia, Bouygues Construction, Colas, Bosch, Suez, Holcim, PureTerra Ventures, BtoV,
Circularity Capital, SNGLR, SMEG, Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation, Yacht Club de Monaco and
NGE Connect which was the first jury member to kick off the Grand Oral. During this Grand Oral the
selected start-ups had 15 min to introduce their companies’ solutions and the challenges they are
addressing. Each SAE innovative companies took part to - at least - 3 Grand oral sessions, hence
receiving direct feedback from targeted investors and corporates.
4.2.3 Consensus meeting
For each company they were assessing, jury members were invited to score them on four criteria:
Market attractiveness, Differentiation, Uniqueness and Impact.
On 16th September, a Consensus Meeting wasorganised, attended by all 31 jury members and
coordinated by BLUMORPHO’s CEO Géraldine Andrieux-Gustin, to performmtheir evaluation of the
companies and select the 15 start-ups on the shortlist from which would be selected the ones to
receive the Monaco Smart & Sustainable Marina Awards on Monday 20th September. Nearly 200 cross
evaluations have been realised during this consensus meeting.
It permitted to identify the SAE companies to be awarded.

4.2.4 The final event: SAE and Monaco Smart & Sustainable Marina awards
On 20th September 2021, a 1 day meeting and round tables was organised at the Monaco Yacht Club
in order to gather, in person and on-line, all the key ecosystem stakeholders and the selected
innovative companies. More than 200 persons attended the event among which 40 start-ups out of
the 55 selected in the catalogue. 50 persons attended the event on-line.
The event was organised around 3 sessions: inspiration, interactions and actions.

Figure 5: Agenda of 3 SAE sessions (part1)

Figure 6: Agenda of 3 SAE sessions (part2)

4.2.5 Impact for SAE and its beneficiaries
• Feedbacks from the jury members
As mentioned previously, the first benefit of being selected in the e-catalogue was to be introduced to
selected targeted customers and investors part of Smart Yachting & Marina during pitching sessions.
The SAE companies had the opportunity to meet with the jury members of their choice.

Table 1: Pitching sessions organised for each SAE companies

SAE companies
3DMA - Prototypen & Sonderlösungen
Bettair Cities
Deed Srl
DRACULA TECHNOLOGIES
Kalmia
Genport Srl
HOPU
SAMMY PC

Credit Suisse
Credit Suisse
Sglr
Pingat
Suez
Blue Pelican
Bouygues
Credit Suisse

Jury Members
Bosch
Sglr
Bosch
Enel
Blue Pelican
Bosch
Bosch
Monaco Yacht
Club

Pingat
Pureterra
IBM
BtoV
Bombardier
SBM Offshore
IBM
NGE connect

• Increased visibility through an active communication campaign
The BLUMORPHO team was committed to give SAE innovative companies the best support, both in
preparing their pitch and in communicating on their participation to the event. BLU provided SAE
companies with communication visuals allowing them to communicate first, on their selection within
the e-catalogue and then, as one of the 15 finalists.

Figure 7: SAE Contest 2021 visual for social media

Figure 8: Event related communication activities

On BLUMORPHO’s data base and social networks only, this very active communication campaign
reached more than 20 500 persons through emailing and 28 872 through 43 posts on LinkedIn. The
tag #MonacoSmartMarina reached 19 617 persons on Twitter.
The winners of the SAE 21 were:
• 1st prize: Dracula technologies (FR), an innovative company active in energy optimisation,
having created a unique technology to harvest ambient light to power indoor devices.
• 2nd Prize: HOPU (Es), an innovative company active in health and air quality monitoring.
A webpage is dedicated to the presence of the Smart Anything Everywhere initiative at the event in
order to highlight the SAE companies having participated to the event and to the 2nd edition of the SAE
Contest. https://www.blumorpho.com/sae-smart-marina-2021.html
The two winners have been awarded an interview video by BLUMORPHO to be added on this webpage
and on the SAE webpage.
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5.1

Brokerage activities in the frame of ecosystem building events
The FED4SAE Innovation Club – 21st January 2021

Fed4SAE is one of the SAE IA and had been running from 2017 to 2021. The Fed4SAE Innovation Club
has been officially launched on 21st January 2021, during a one-day event gathering 258 participants
from 37 countries with diverse profiles including start-ups, SMEs, public and private funding players.
The main objectives of the event were:
• to showcase CPS added value to encourage its adoption
• to contribute to the structuring of the full innovation chain by attracting public and private
financing into the CPS community
• to gather the SAE community with public and private funding & innovation partners such as
EUREKA clusters, banks, private investors and industrial partners to offer to SAE innovative
companies with an overview of potential opportunities to further build their growth strategy
after their application experiment within the SAE ecosystem.
Once again, to carry out this event, and to be able to overcome the difficulties linked to the Covid 19
situation, the event was planned using a combination of various digital tools and sessions:
• Webinars, to communicate broadly and reach out to the whole audience
• Networking digital rooms, giving the possibility to organise one-to-one meeting and workshops
• A networking application on which all the participants were able to launch discussions and find
other players in their fields of interest.
All these tools combined allowed S4E2 partners to gather companies and funding players from all
across Europe for a one-day event articulated in different sessions and supporting brokerage activities.
• A reverse pitching session started the event. During this session, the various funding players
introduced themselves and their financing thesis in a short pitch before a Q&A session.
The different players were:
o DigiFed, an Innovation Action from the SAE initiative.
o SNGLR, a seed venture fund active in deep tech

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

BtoV, a fund dedicated to the industrial value chain and disruptive horizontal “Deep”
technologies.
HUBCAP, an Innovation Action from the SAE initiative.
Eurostars, a programme part of Horizon 2020 supporting European SMEs with funding
for innovation.
Euripides-Penta, two Eureka funded clusters. They also took part in a workshop where
they engaged discussion with SMEs on their scope, needs and the potential eligibility
of the participants.
WAI, a service by BNP Paribas for innovative companies offering loans, venture
capitalism, and acceleration.
Debitum, a market place aggregating business loans for diversified investments.
First InnoBank, a service to help SMEs access European and private funding and
offering bridge and venture loans.
Smart4ALL, extensive network of Digital Innovation Hubs for boosting technology and
business development in South, Eastern and Central Europe.
Nordea, a bank offering services for start-up growth.
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Figure 9: Presentation of the speakers for the on-line networking tool

•

Networking & one-to-one meetings had been organised afterward with the help of an App
developed by BLU. In the on-line networking rooms available throughout the day, the nearly
200 companies attending the event were invited to start a discussion and organise one-to-one
meetings with the funding players. They were free to go from table to table to ask all their
questions to speakers. BLUMORPHO team members were there to guide the participants to
their future funding partners.
To make the participants’ experience even more fruitful, matchmaking activities were
undertaken to propose to participating SMEs a customized list of relevant funding players to
meet with to support their current and future projects.

•

Two Eureka related workshops have been organised to introduce the Penta and Euripides last
call and the main bankable challenges they address at European level (mobility, digital health,
digital life, digital industry, energy). With the intervention of Remy Renaudin from Euripides
Eureka cluster, 18 FED4SAE companies and 6 more have been hence exploring potential panEuropean partnerships to apply for Eureka funding support. The main outcomes of these
brokerage sessions were, 24 participating SMEs, 30 one-to-one meetings and 12 duos that
showed interest in further discussions, to address the Euripides/Penta call or in other contexts.

•

A panel discussion was organised to close the day: Towards a European green and digital
transformation.
BLUMORPHO gathered a pool of speakers from European authorities and European public
funding initiatives committed to the support of SME engaging a green and digital
transformation. The panel was composed of:
o Géraldine ANDRIEUX – BLUMORPHO – CEO
o Peter CONNOCK – PENTA Director at AENEAS
o Markku MARKKULA – European Committee of Regions (CoR) – Vice-President
o Meike REIMANN – Smart Anything Everywhere initiative - CSA Smart4Europe2
o Nicolas GOUZE - EPoSS – 5E Project Coordinator

The figures below show the main outcomes of the FED4SAE Innovation Day in terms of networking and
brokerage activities on the App.

140 new users on
January 21st

52 endorsements displaying
common interests.

636 messages sent
throughout the day.

36 profiles set as favourites

Figure 10: Networking activities on event related App

5.2

IMPACT WEEK June 2020 and May 2021

5.2.1 Methodology & objectives
As highlighted in the D4.4 Showcase Event for investors funding, in 2020, BLUMORPHO has decided to
organise every year its IMPACT WEEK, a series of inspiring and networking sessions gathering a unique
ecosystem of Impact, social and DeepTech investors, as well as leading industrial players and
innovators.
IMPACT WEEK is designed for innovation stakeholders to detect new opportunities for collaboration
beyond the classical silos. The event is organised around three major objectives which are fully in line
with the objective of the SAE IAs’ community to facilitate access to private funding to their beneficiaries
and the need to promote the enabling disruptive technologies provided by the SAE community to
Innovative companies.
Those objectives are the following:
• To allow Innovative Companies to listen to investors explaining how they are expecting to work
in a challenging environmental context and to allow these companies to ask their questions to
prepare and adapt their own growth strategy accordingly.
• To highlight how deep technologies - and among them the technologies developed by SAE IAs
- are providing solutions that could have a positive impact.
• To organise some pitching sessions dedicated to some specific challenges.
o In 2020, the challenges addressed for the 1st edition of the IMPACT WEEK were the
fight against Covid-19 through the call United Against Covid-19 and the development
of Blockchains solutions for citizens centered innovations
o In 2021, the challenges addressed during the IMPACT WEEK were the promises and
challenges of circular economy and Impact investment. The IMPACT WEEK 2021 was
organised in the framework of the EU Green Week.
For each IMPACT WEEK edition, advocating for SAE expertise and offering training and brokerage
activities to SAE Innovative companies was done through various activities: reverse pitching sessions
from investors, panel discussions, pitching sessions for start-ups, daily networking sessions and
brokerage activities.
5.2.2 IMPACT WEEK 2020
From 23rd to 26th June 2020, the IMPACT WEEK gathered 40 speakers from innovative companies,
Impact investors and corporate leaders to share inspiring inputs on how they work to create positive
impact.
During this 1st edition, the following actions were implemented to support brokerage activities for SAE
innovative companies.
• 12 impact investors accepted to share insight on how they work and what is their vision of the
challenging context the world is facing with the pandemic crisis and the necessity to twin the
digital and green transitions to allow the sustainable development of our societies.
• A panel discussion was organised to address the SAE community technical challenges. “How
deep technologies can have a positive impact?“ with a special focus on flexible and printed
electronics and the reduction of waste in the electronics industry.

•

A full day was dedicated to the results of the call “United against Covid 19” and pitching
sessions for solutions providers. The aim of this call was to identify disruptive solutions to fight
against Covid-19 and facilitate their access to the market. Smart4Europe2, SmartEES and
FED4SAE joined the UnitedAgainstCovid19 action and invited their beneficiaries to join to offer
their solutions and promote the activity. 4 SmartEEs & FEDS4E companies were identified as
very promising companies and introduced to Health Authorities. Individual meetings were
organized with Health Technology Assessment experts and feedback was given to them on
how to accelerate their go-to-market. ItoM (SmartEEs) and Surewash (FED4SAE) have been
invited to take part to the UnitedAgainstCovid19 presentation meeting in June 2020 in the
scope of the Impact Week.

Figure 11: Example of visuals prepared by BLM to promote SAE Innovative companies

• Meet the investors & BtoB meetings
The four “meet the investors” gathered 24 investors ready to share their strategy and expectations,
enabling the attendance to have a better vision of how investors work and how & when to get in touch
with them. Afterwards, networking sessions were organised on-line to allow one to one meetings
between innovative companies and investors.
We can highlight the participant number for the 4 sessions of B2B meeting:
o Tuesday 23rd June 2020: 61 participants,
o Wednesday 24th of June: 120 participants with investors from Maeven11 and
Signature Venture,
o Thursday 25th of June: 70 participants with investors from PureTerra, Leksell Social
Ventures, ETF Partners, DOEN Participaties, EIF and Circularity Capital,
o Friday 26th of June: 110 participants with investors from Chrysalix, PhiTrust
Partenaires, Bamboo Capital Partners and btov Partners.
•

Brokerage activities

Brokerage activities as such were organised throughout the Impact week. 90 B2B meetings were
organised. BLUMORPHO organised a third of them concerning 20 start-ups SMEs and midcaps and
the others were organised directly after the networking session by the innovative companies
themselves.
o the 2 FED4SAE companies participating to the event received 7 meeting requests.
o The SmartEEs companies participating to the event received 3 meeting requests.
o Companies participating in other European projects not part of the SAE initiative also
took benefit of this opportunity: 50 companies from LEDGER (Blockchain), 18 from CVoucher (circular economy) and 15 from Robot Union.

5.2.3 IMPACT WEEK 2021
For its 2nd edition, the IMPACT WEEK has been organised over one month (due to online format) and
articulated several shorter sessions than in 2020.
9 live sessions had been organised gathering 17 high level speakers, VCs, Corporate VCs, Corporate
decision leaders and during which 30 start-ups have been highlighted.
Three live sessions had been designed to demonstrate the potential of growth relay thanks to the
Flexible & wearable electronics:
• two corporate decision leaders from Patagonia and Arjowiggins explore the green & digital
transition challenges in the textile and paper industries.

Figure 12: Speakers of the event

•

a “meet the investors” session gathering Ship2B ventures, Sodexo Ventures and Eurazeo) gave
SAE companies the opportunity to meet investors committed to the green & digital
transformation.

As for the 1st edition in 2020, SAE companies and others had been invited to organised BtoB
meeting with the private investors of their choice on the BLUMORPHO networking app.

5.3

The French-German Partnering Event for AI in Industry 4.0 in May 2021

On 18th May 2021, the French German Partnering Event for AI in Industry 4.0 was organised on- line.
The event was organised around inspiring and informative plenaries and 1:1 targeted meetings to
allow innovative companies to gain new contacts and knowledge. The main objective was to provide
innovative companies with the right information on French- German R&D collaborative projects
dealing with AI technologies. All in all, the event gathered 90 participants and 50 1to1 meetings were
organised.
Steinbeis 2i represented S4E2 CSA during this event:
• to give a presentation on cascade funding opportunities in current calls in manufacturing,
digitalisation, CPS, IoT, AI & robotics;

Figure 13: Agenda of the event

•

to participate to 1:1 meetings with 23 companies looking for information on SME innovation
support among which 9 were in the area of SAE innovation actions programme.

Figure 14: Example of 1:1 meetings in brokerage tool
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Impact assessment survey

In order to receive some direct feedback from the companies having benefitted from the SAE IAs and
CSAs support, a survey has been circulated to all the companies who took part to Smart Anything
Everywhere initiative (SAE) activities by participating to one of its related Innovation Actions or to one
of its related events: the INPHO Venture Summit & the SAE contest awards 2020, FED4SAE Innovation
Club, The Impact Week 2021, Monaco Smart & sustainable Marina and the SAE contest awards 2021.
The objective was also to test their willingness to keep in touch with the SAE ecosystem, so that we
can continue to provide them with some market, investment access and networking opportunities and
thus keep the SAE community alive.
To do so, we invited them to complete a "self-assessment" questionnaire mainly inspired by the KTH
Innovation Readiness Assessment tool. This tool has already been implemented to assess the FED4SAE
and DigiFed application experiment and the objective here was threefold:
• For the innovative companies to better appreciate the benefit they have received from the
SAE initiative and measure their progress.
• For the SAE partners:
o to better assess the actions and services they’ve been providing to innovative
companies.
o to have a direct and clear feedback from companies having benefited from some key
H2020 programmes to share with the EC.
The companies were also invited to plan a meeting with us to explore the next steps they wanted to
develop and their expectations regarding the SAE community.
The results of the survey are based on the 41 answers received mainly from FED4SAE, TETRAMAX,
SmartEEs, DIH4CPS, Smart4All and BOWI.

According to the KTH Innovation Readiness assessment tool, the companies were asked to assess their
progression on 6 criteria: technology, customers, business, funding, IP management and team (for
details see annex).

Figure 15: Progression of companies before and after SAE involvement

Those notes first allow us to evaluate a global progression of each company and of this company
compares to the other companies part of the SAE community and then to measure the specific impact
of one or another criteria compare to the others for each company.

Figure 16: Score of progression overall 54%

The following slide shows a global progression for all the companies with a lower impact on the team
readiness level and the IP management. However, it must be interpreted carefully as the apparent

progression on the Funding readiness criteria is hiding a very heterogeneous situation with a high level
of variance as explained in the following slide.

Figure 17: Comparison of assessment of 6 criteria before and after SAE involvement

As shown on the slide below, the Funding readiness and the IP management criteria must be
considered separately from the other. The IP management is the criteria that is the less impacted by
the SAE and IAs support (hardware versus software?). Whereas the Funding readiness criteria is the
one that allows some of the companies to outperform on their progression rate compared to the
others which are not really concerned by this criteria and not really looking for private funds yet.

Figure 18: Assessment of heterogeneity

The results of this survey are very interesting to help SAE partners and the European Commission to
better measure the impact and the interest of the actions undertaken both at the IAs and at the CSA’s
level.

7

Conclusion

The brokerage activities developed by Smart4Europe2 on behalf of the Smart Anything Everywhere
were twofold:
• either enabling the innovative companies supported by the Innovations Actions to find new
partners new public innovation support programme or potential private investors;
• or enabling SMEs identify the SAE Innovations Actions that could be of interest for them to
further develop their minimum viable product and their growth strategy.
It is important to note that the CSA’s activities come as complementary activities to the ones developed
by each Innovation Action and that the participation of the companies who has benefited from their
support is uneven. The commitment of SAE beneficiaries is mainly depending on the strong link built
between them and their Innovation Action community and the strong link built between the
Innovation Action and the CSA. It is also highly impacted by the following elements.
• The companies benefitting from IAs support are mainly early stage. The CSA complementary
actions to give them access to a wider ecosystem than the one of the IAs is a good complement
or a good prolongation to the action developed by each IAs which is often just a beginning of
what has to be done to further build the strategy of the company.
• The companies are not always aware of the impact the CSA’s actions regarding ecosystem
building, networking and brokerage activities can have on their growth development. The role
of the CSA in this domain should be further highlighted to them and the Innovation Actions
and the CSA have an important joint responsibility in this domain.
• The SAE Contest has been a good experience for SAE companies who took the opportunity to
meet with high level private investors and corporate representatives. The 17 SAE companies
who engaged in the process benefitted from it even if they were quite early stage to expect
any immediate concrete results from their participation to those actions. The learning process
and the knowledge they’ve gained were deemed of great value.
• The fact that many supported companies are early stage means that their access to the market
might be still quite far away after the end of their application experiments with the SAE
Innovation Actions and that the targeting of private investors and potential partners for the
brokerage activities must be done accordingly not to be too deceptive on both parts.
All in all, the brokerage activities the SAE initiative has been represented to or directly organised by
Smart4Europe2 have given the opportunity to more than 25 SAE beneficiaries to be further coached
for pitching by BLM and to pitch in front of an average of 3 private investors, VCs or Corporate VCs,
per each. Nearly 100 private investors or corporate leaders specialised in Deep Tech or in impact
investment committed either in jury and pitching session or in reverse pitching session or both. All in
all, by participating to those events gathering more than 1600 participants and to their related
brokerage activities, the SAE initiative and nearly 50 SAE innovative companies have been given
visibility and opportunity to interact with more than 1300 start-ups, SMEs or midcaps.
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Annexe
SAE beneficiaries having participated to Impact Week 2020

SAE Innovation Action

Innovative companies

FED4SAE

Althexis
Specificity
Kalmia
Surewash

SmartEES

Tagenea
Ab.acus

SAE beneficiaries having participated to the FED4SAE Innovation Club

SAE Innovation Action Innovative companies
Digifed
FED4SAE

SmartEES
Tetramax

Datenberg
Cysec
Althexis
Ubotica Technology Ltd
Surewash
Alitec SRL
IoT Solutions Group Ltd
Protolab srl
NanoTech Analysis
Link Software
Bettair Cities
Fentiss
Sentinum
FLoWide (Sunstone-rtls)
Genport
The Convex Lens
HOPU
Kalmia
Genport
ISSD Electronics
Tagenea
ComSensus
Cipacto

8.3

SAE beneficiaries having participate to the SAE Contest 2020

LOGO

COMPANY

DESCRIPTION

SAE
Innovation
action

Ab.Acus

Ab.Acus produces RehabMe, which
brings virtual rehabilitation to real SMARTEES
life.

Cipacto

Cipacto provides integrated &
connected digital system to monitor
TETRAMAX
and manage end-2-end critical
industrial liquids.

Datenberg

Datenberg provides smart AI
solutions for manufacturing.

DigiFed

HOPU

HOPU makes more agile the urban
FED4SAE
design to mitigate climate change.

Protolab

Protolab provides a smart sensor kit
FED4SAE
to monitor scoliosis braces.

8.4

SAE beneficiaries having participate to the SAE Contest 2021
Selected company

Logo

SAE ecosystem

3DMA

SmartEEs

Innovation application
sector
Equipment

Bettair citties

FED4SAE

Health

Deed

SmartEEs

Health

Dracula technologies

SmartEEs

Energy Optimisation

Genport

FED4SAE

Energy Optimisation

HOPU

FED4SAE

Health

KALMIA

FED4SAE

Security

SAMMY Yacht

SmartEEs

Equipment

8.5

SAE Contest 2021 participants – visual for social media

3DMA

Bettair Cities

Deed

Dracula Technologies

Genport

HOPU

Kalmia

Sammy

8.6

Impact Assessment Survey

https://www.getfeedback.com/r/uwYB6q3A/

